Molecular mobility, thermodynamics and stability of griseofulvin's ultraviscous and glassy states from dynamic heat capacity.
To determine the calorimetric relaxation time needed for modeling griseofulvin's stability against crystallization during storage. Both temperature-modulated and unmodulated scanning calorimetry have been used to determine the heat capacity of griseofulvin in the glassy and melt state. The calorimetric relaxation time, tau cal, of its melt varies with the temperature T according to the relation, tau cal [s] = 10(-13.3) exp [2, 292 /(T[K] - 289.5)] , and the distribution of relaxation times parameter is 0.67. The unrelaxed heat capacity of the griseofulvin melt is equal to its vibrational heat capacity. Griseofulvin neither crystallizes on heating to 373 K at 1 K/h rate, nor on cooling. Molecular mobility and vibrational heat capacity measured here are more reliable for modeling a pharmaceutical's stability against crystallization than the currently used kinetics-thermodynamics relations, and molecular mobility in the (fixed structure) glassy state is much greater than the usual extrapolation from the melt state yields. Molecular relaxation time of the glassy state of griseofulvin is about 2 months at 298 K, and longer at lower temperatures. It would spontaneously increase with time. If the long-range motions alone were needed for crystallization, griseofulvin would become more stable against crystallization during storage.